
Duke U STA 961: Leture 1 R. L. WolpertIntrodution & Course ObjetivesKarlin & Taylor, A First Course in Stohasti Proesses, pp. 20{31.311 Soial Sienes 10:55{12:10EXAMPLES OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES1. IID SequeneIf Xn is the outome f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g of the nth of an in�nite sequene of independent rolls of afair die, then X is a disrete-time disrete-spae stohasti proess. Even in this simple asethe set 
 of possible outomes is unountably in�nite, and eah ! 2 
 (an example might be! = f5; 1; 3; 2; 2; 4; 1; 6; 3; 6; : : :g) has probability less than (1=6)n for every n, hene P [X = !℄ = 0;obviously the methods of elementary probability theory won't quite be adequate to answer ques-tions like,* What is the probability that in�nitely many 6's will our?* What is the expeted number of rolls before all 6 faes have shown, at least one?* What is the probability that �Xn � (X1 + :::+Xn)=n will ever exeed 4?2. Random Walks and Markov ChainsLet Y0 = 0 and, for n > 0, let Yn = Yn�1�1 if the nth die toss above Xn is even, or Yn = Yn�1+1if the Xn is odd; Yn is alled a simple random walk, taking steps left and right with probability1=2 eah; some interesting questions we will solve inlude,* Gambler's ruin: What is the probability that Yn reahes +10 before Yn reahes �1?* What is the probability that Yn ever reahes +10?* What is the expeted length of time N before Yn reahes +10, if it does?Notie that Yn is not independent of other Yk's, but in some sense depends on the \past" val-ues fY1; :::; Yn�1g only through the immediate predeessor, Yn�1; we will also study more generalproesses with this so-alled Markov Property, espeially Markov Chains.3. Brownian MotionThe R-valued proess indexed by t 2 R+ with properties:* For eah set of times 0 � t0 < t1 < ::: < tn, the inrements [Xtk � Xtk�1 ℄ are mutuallyindependent mean-zero random variables;* For eah pair of times 0 � s < t, the probability distribution of the inrement [Xt � Xs℄depends only on (t� s); and* The paths t! Xt are ontinuous, and X0 = 0.is alled \Browian Motion", often denoted Bt or B(t); it's not obvious from the de�nition, butone an show that eah value Bt and inrement [Bt � Bs have Normal distributions, with meanzero and variane t�2 and (t � s)�2, respetively; this well-studied proess has many interest-ing properties and is a building-blok for many other proesses with ontinuous paths. It anbe haraterized in many ways, too; the text (page 21) gives a slightly di�erent (but ultimatelyequivalent) one.



Duke U STA 961: Leture 1 R. L. Wolpert4. Poisson ProessThe N-valued proess indexed by t 2 R+ with properties:* For eah set of times 0 � t0 < t1 < ::: < tn, the inrements [Xtk � Xtk�1 ℄ are mutuallyindependent random variables;* For eah pair of times 0 � s < t, the probability distribution of the inrement [Xt � Xs℄depends only on (t� s); and* The paths t ! Xt are right-ontinuous, integer-valued, starting at X0 = 0, whose onlydisontinuities are inreases by 1.is alled a \Poisson Proess", often denoted Pt or P (t); it's not obvious from the de�nition, butone an show that eah value Pt and inrement [Pt � Ps have Poisson distributions, with mean t�and (t � s)�, respetively; this well-studied proess also has many interesting properties and is abuilding-blok for many other proesses with jumps.The Poisson Proess an be generalized easily to a \Poisson measure" assigning nonnega-tive random integers X[A℄ to sets A, independent for disjoint sets, with Poisson distributions(mean � times the Lebesgue measure of A); this generalizes the usual Stieltjes assignment of[Xb �Xa℄ to the half-open interval (a; b℄. This even works for multidimensional \time" T , wherewe have \Poisson point proesses" in R
d or wherever| useful for modelling distribution of starsor galaxies, plants or animals, people, et. In fat the same thing works for Brownian motion|it's possible to extend the de�nition to be a \Gaussian measure" assigning independent normally-distributed mean-zero random variables B[A℄ to disjoint sets Ai, with variane E[B[A℄2℄ equal toa onstant multiple of the Lebesgue measure of A.Notie the striking similarities of the haraterizations of Poisson and Brownian Motionproesses| and their similar rôles as building-bloks for more general proesses. With these twoand some ingenuity we an build a wide variety of useful proesses.
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